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   Operation Instructions

5. Warnings
 MINT LED fixtures are designed for indoor use only! Do not place the fixture/s, 
associated electronics, and/or powered accessories near foggers, misters, or any devices 
that produce significant moisture. Do not place equipment in ambient rooms with a humidity 
rating greater than or equal to 80%. Use MINT LED fixtures with properly grounded powered 
outlets only. Ensure that all MINT LED equipment, including the provided contents, is 
undamaged and in proper working order prior to use. MINT LED fixtures should be installed in 
a fixed and well secured position only. Ensure the lamps and fixture body receives adequate 
ventilation for heat and that the heat vents are not obstructed. Do not stare directly into the 
LED diodes when the unit is powered on without proper eye protection.

3. Installation
    1. Switch the main power off.
    2. Install the fixture into a fixed and secure postion using the provided hardware.
    3. Hang the fixture only by its designated mounting points with the provided hardware.
    4. Install the provided power cables from the fixture to the provided power supply and   
        lastly the power supply into a powered outlet. (Inspect all powered wiring for any              
        damage prior to installation.)
    4. Switch the main power on when installation is complete to begin programming and          
        using your fixture. 

1. Contents
 A. MINT LED Sceptre (BLOOM) Fixture (1)
 B. Power Supply (1)
 C. Power Cord (1)
 D. Hanging Hardware (2)
 E. Brass Anchors (2)
 F. Hanging Brackets (2)

Introduction
 Thank you for purchasing the MINT LED BLOOM Sceptre! Please review the following 
instructions to ensure you receive the best performance possible. Every ruler should have a 
sceptre, and when you rule over your plants it only fits that you should have one too! We 
proudly introduce to you the MINT LED 4' LED Bloom Sceptre.  Drawing just 59 Watts and 
made of lightweight aluminum, this fixture gives you the ability to deliver light where you see 
fit! Use this light for flowering in a tent, all out flowering, or even as a supplemental light in 
your flowing room. With a great bloom spectrum, the 28 diodes in this light combined with a 
unique high transmittance lens guarantee outstanding PPFD output and a proper light 
coverage. The fixture's UV and IR will help to promote resin growth and an all-around higher 
quality flower. Make your room MINT condition with MINT LED!


